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INCREASED SECURITY

inCloak (formerly ScriptLogic Cloak) is an

innovative software product that enhances the

Windows NT File System (NTFS) by providing

increased security, more accurate audits and a vastly

streamlined experience for users of the network.

Simply put, WinCloak provides increased security on

NTFS volumes by adding "Out of sight out of mind"

filtering to the Windows file system. Once WinCloak is

installed on your Windows Servers, users will only see

the files and/or folders that they have permission to

access.
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STREAMLINED EXPERIENCE FOR USERS

MORE ACCURATE FILE AUDITING

In addition to tightening security, WinCloak also helps

to streamline your users' overall experience. Since

users won't see folders and/or files that they can't

access, their directory trees are measurably less

cluttered. They'll receive less "Access Denied"

messages because they can't click on folders that are

hidden from their view (whether their attempt was

intentional or accidental).

If you have enabled File System Auditing, WinCloak will

also help by virtually eliminating any 'false positives' in

your security event logs.

Now when you review event

logs and see "Object

Access - Failure" entries,

you can actually pay

attention since the "I clicked

on that folder by accident"

excuses will no longer be

accepted.

WinCloak is easily installed

to Windows 2000/2003

Servers and its functionality

can be enabled on

individual disk volumes. In

addition to filtering network

requests on file servers,

WinCloak can also filter

local activity, making it an

ideal solution for Terminal

Servers and Citrix

MetaFrame. WinCloak does

not require user-specific

configuration nor the

installation of software

agents onto their desktops.

EVEN MORE

BENEFITS

WinCloak is another new and innovative solution from ScriptLogic Corporation that

allows users to only see files and folders that they have permission to access.

F.A.Q.

What Operating Systems are

supported by WinCloak?

Does WinCloak only filter requests

from Windows Explorer?

Will WinCloak filter requests locally

and from the network?

WinCloak can be installed to your

Windows 2000 and 2003 Servers.

Because it monitors all inbound

network requests, all Win32 client

operating systems are supported

(Windows 95, 98, Me, NT 4.0, 2000,

and XP).

No. WinCloak is both Operating

System and application independent.

Regardless of the application on the

client that sends the request, WinCloak

will filter out the files and folders before

sending the response back to the

client.

Yes. Using the WinCloak Manager, you

can choose whether to filter only local

requests, only network requests or

both local and network requests to the

host server. You also have the option

of selecting whether to filter files,

folders or both files and folders on at a

volume level.

LICENSING

WinCloak is licensed on a per server

basis. It is not necessary to run

WinCloak on every server, just the

ones that you wish to restrict file

access on.

For pricing contact your ScriptLogic

reseller or call ScriptLogic at

or .1.800.813.6415 1.561.886.2420


